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ABSTRACT
To investigate the changes of welfare and the degree of exploitation in consumer side when the upstream firm enters the
downstream market, we construct a quantity competition model to analyze the changes in consumers’ welfare and the
profits of upstream and downstream firms. The main findings of this note are as follows: The markup has a negative
effect in consumer’s surplus and the degree of exploitation will deteriorate when the upstream firm goes into the other
market. In addition, the profits in the firm which expands his production scale to downstream will decline when the
markup level rises, but with no obvious effect in original downstream firm.
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1. Introduction
In reality, some industries such like telecommunications,
electric power, smart phone and so on, usually exist in a
firm sells upstream output to its downstream. In some
cases we can find that the upstream (downstream) firm
may have more pricing or bargaining power than others
under some specific circumstances. Investigating of the
firms’ strategies between upstream and downstream has a
long history. For instance, Katz (1987) examined the
welfare effect of the price discrimination in an intermediate goods market where a monopolist sells his goods to
the downstream firms, and he found that the price discrimination both decreases the total output in the final
good market and social welfare (see [1]). DeGraba (1990)
indicated that discriminatory pricing from an upstream
monopolist will decline the R&D activities in downstream and unfavorable social welfare (see [2]). Economides (1998) considered the incentive for non-price discrimination of a monopolist in an input market who also
sells goods in an oligopoly downstream market through a
subsidiary (see [3]). The author found that the monopolist has the incentive to raise the costs of the rivals to its
subsidiary through discriminatory quality degradation.
In the issue about the entry of an upstream monopolist
into downstream markets, Sibley and Weisman (1998)
pointed that the entry will not only raise the downstream
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rivals’ costs but also bring an offsetting effect in the
higher downstream price, which will reduce the demand
for the input and has a negative effect in monopolist’s
profit (see [4]). In other words, whether to enter depends
on which incentive dominates the other. Similar results
also appeared in Chemla (2003), in this study the author
analyzed the effect of competition among downstream
firms on an upstream firm’s payoff and on its incentive
to integrate vertically when firms in both segments negotiate optimal contracts (see [5]). The result emphasized
that the upstream firm may encourage downstream competition in response to high downstream bargaining power.
In sum, previous literature mainly indicated that discriminatory pricing tends to reduce social welfare, or the
entry of an upstream monopolist into downstream markets may cause the competition degree to increase in
downstream. However, no one interprets the changes of
welfare or the degree of exploitation in consumer side
when the upstream firm enters the downstream market.
For example, Samsung is one of intermediate goods suppliers in the production process of IPhone. How does the
welfare (or consumer’s surplus) change when Samsung
enters to the smart phone market? To fill this gap, this
note constructs a simple quantity competition model to
compare the changes in consumers’ welfare and the profits of upstream and downstream firms. We assume that
there is an upstream firm and a downstream firm origiME
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nally, both of them have monopoly power in their own
market. We try to compare the difference of consumer’s
surplus and producer’s profit with that in original circumstances when upstream firm expands his production
scale and enters to downstream market.
The main findings of this note are as follows: The
markup has a negative effect in consumer’s surplus and
the degree of exploitation will deteriorate when the upstream firm goes into the other market. In addition, the
profits in the firm which expands his production scale to
downstream will decline when the markup level rises, but
with no obvious effect in original downstream firm.

2. The Benchmark Model
Imagine that there is a double monopoly framework between Country 1 and Country 2. It is assumed that there
is only one producer in each country. Firm 1 in Country
1 produces a capital product, which is sold to Firm 2 in
Country 2 as an intermediate input. Firm 2 produces a
final product, and we assume the capital input isindispensable in the production process. The demand faced by
Firm 2 is given by p  a  bq , where a is the final
good of the market size in Country 2, b represents the
slope of the demand of the final good and q is used to
represent the demand quantity of final goods in the market. The marginal production cost is partly determined by
the capital price which charged by Firm 1. In this section,
we describe the double marginalization phenomenon
between upstream and downstream production.
The Final Product Firm 2’s maximization problem is:
π d2   a  bq  q  rq,

(1)

where π d2 means the Firm 2’s profit in downstream in
the Country 2 and r represents the unit production cost
which is charged by Firm 1. We can solve the downstream equilibrium by first order condition as following,
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where π1u displays the profit of the up-stream in the
Country 1 and c means the unit production cost for producing one unit capital good. Solving the Equation (3)
with maximization:
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Because the final good is consumed in Country 2, therefore we define the global welfare1 in the benchmark is
the sum of the consumer surplus of the final good and the
firms’ profits in upstream and downstream market:
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3. The Extended Model
Consider that the upstream firm wants to expand his
production scale to down-stream market due to its technology advantage. Hence, the market structure of upstream in Country 1 is still the monopoly industry (the
profit is the same as Equation (3)), but the final good in
the industry will face the duopoly competition. In addition, in order to it exists nonnegative quantities in Firm 1,
we assume that the market size is larger double times
than the upstream firm’s production cost plus markup
level2. Define the firms’ profit functions in the downstream:

π1d   a  b  q1  q2   q1   c  m  q1  f ,

(6)

π d2   a  b  q1  q2   q2  rq2 .

(7)

where π1d and π d2 are the profit of the downstreamsubsidiary which is constructed from the upstream monopolistic firm in Country 1 and the profit of existing
firm in the downstream market; r is the retail price and f
is other cost expenditure such like advertisement, media
propaganda and so on. In addition, q1 and q2 respectively represent the outputsof Firm 2 and new entrant.
Equations (6) and (7) indicate the downstreamsubsidiary
and the Firm 2 carry on an unfair cournot-competiting
game in the Country 2. In the side of the new entrant, he
owns a cost-reduced advantage in production process
from his patent company, i.e., his marginal cost is
c  m 3, but he needs to pay a fee for the store opening.
On the other hand, Firm 2 pays a higher retail price than
his rival, c  m  r , however, he can save the cost of
advertising or other expenditures.
Accordingly, jointly solving the first-order conditions
associated with (6) and (7) yields equilibrium wholesale
price, the output levels of the subsidiary and Firm 2, respectively,
1

In here, global welfare is defined as the sum of total welfare of all
countries. This is a general approach for calculating global welfare.
Hence, we aggregate the consumer surplus in Country 2 and the producer surplus in both countries.
2
In order to the retail pricing must be efficiency, the market size, a is
larger than the double times the  c  m  , otherwise the new entrant
will face a high marginal cost than the existing ones.
3
The parameter, m not only denotes the markup power be offered by the
upstream firm to its subsidiary, but also represents the “cost based
transfer pricing, CBTR” in accounting issues.
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The profit in upstream firm is
π1u  mq1  rq2  c  q1  q2  . The optimal retail price is
 a  2  c  m   4 , by first order condition4. Substitute
r   a  2  c  m   4 into (3), (6), (7), (8) and obtains
the price, quantities and the profit functions of upstream
and downstream firms in Equations (9) and (10):
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From the (9), the profit function of the up- and the
downstream firms, respectively,
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Compare with (4) and (10), the difference of fim1’s
earnings will decline in upstream market as m increases,
but the second firm (i.e. the existing firm) profit is unchange with m increases. Hence, Lemma 1 towed as follows:
Lemma 1 Suppose that a  2  c  m  . An increase in
the markup levels do not change the output level of Firm
2. In addition, when the markup levels increases, the
profit of Firm 2 be a constant in the final market, but the
declines upstream firm profit in the capital market.
Calculate the welfare under the extended model as
following:
2
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Using the (5) and (11), we investigate the effects of
lowering the markup levels on the difference of the
benchmark and the extended model. Differentiating the
difference of the benchmark and the extended model
with respect to m by the chain rules and the following
equation can be given:
 Welfaree cs π1u π1d π 2d
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4. Conclusion
To investigate the changes of welfare and the degree of
exploitation in consumer side when the upstream firm
enters the downstream market, we construct a quantity
competition model to analyze the changes in consumers’
welfare and the profits of upstream and downstream
firms. In conclusion, we find that markup has a negative
effect in consumer’s surplus and the degree of exploitation will deteriorate when the upstream firm enters the
other market. Also we find that the profits in the firm
which expands his production scale to downstream will
decline when the markup level rises, but with no obvious
effect in original downstream firm. These results are
mainly due to the strategic substitution. The competition
and the substitution of commodity increase in the downstream market when the upstream firm enters. Therefore
the change of markup influences the commodity quantities and brings firms’ strategic substitution, then alters
their profits finally.

(11)
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